
Karla Fry (C2/L2) - Firearms Dealer

6'6" female elf, ivory white skin and hair. Adorned in outlandish dresses and jackets once
thought to be 'futuristic' but today seen as retro and dated. Fry is a mostly above board gun smith
and dealer, at times more exotic customers need evidence her custom creations work at the
ranges advertised. Harrison can readily provide the required evidence.

Maxwell Dent (C3/L1) - Bellevue Gun Club Owner

Owner of Bellevue's most upper class private gun club. The facilities include services such as
range side drinks service, 5 star dining hall, and fully connected meeting and conference halls
for hosting corporate and private functions alike. Dent has a mostly professional relationship
with Harrison. Dent sponsors Harrison's Trideo series with free membership and use of the
facilities for regular filming. In return Harrison plugs the gun club in his trideos. Harrison and
Dent bond over their mutual appreciation of the latest and greatest firearms.

Sidney Bernstein (C3/L2) - Trideo Agent

A Gilbert Gottfried type character. Bernstein organises sponsored product reviews and
merchandising for Harrison. He seems to think Harrison cant manage his nuyen and will hold his
payments till Harrison meets him in person, at which point he complains about his other clients
never coming to see him. Bernstein has a collection of other clients who he can call on for cross
promotion collaborations.

Tim Rosewood (C2/L3) - Lone Star Police Officer II

Officer Rosewood is one of Harrison's few true fans, he looks down on the primarily casual
viewership Harrison attracts. Rosewood requested his patrol area be changed to Bellevue
specifically to force a chance encounter with Harrison. Unfortunately his officer pay packet does
not allow him to afford a membership at the gun club.

Staff Sergeant Bianca Yan (C2/L4) - UCAS Marines

Yan and Harrison served together in the UCAS Marines. They were deployed together during the
Yucatán War. Harrison took the fall when their squad disobeyed orders and Yan assisted him
deserting. Harrison and Yan stay in matrix contact but have not seen each other in person for
several years.


